Emergency Medicine Payment Reform Summit
February 9-10, 2017
Emergency Medicine Learning and Resource Center (EMLRC)
3717 S. Conway Road
Orlando, FL 32812

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!

This two-day conference will bring together Emergency Medicine leaders from across the U.S. who are preparing to address the new world of healthcare delivery and payment reform. This summit will focus on future practice model innovation to address new payment risk models, government regulations, coordination of patient care, outcomes, quality measures, cost control and related issues. It will allow for interaction among attendees to create and amplify solutions to payment reform and to share learned knowledge externally within the Emergency Medicine community.

Target Audience:
State and national EM leadership including:

- EM group business leaders
- Practice management companies
- Revenue cycle management companies
- ED Medical Directors
• EMS leaders
• Academic institution leaders
• Hospital executives
• Nursing leadership
• All with an interest in becoming change agents and entrepreneurial implementers

Click here to download the EM Payment Reform Summit agenda.

Updated information about EM Payment Reform Summit can be found by CLICKING HERE!

Hotel Accommodations

There is a limited hotel block available for at the Hampton Inn & Suites Orlando Gateway/Orlando Airport Thursday, February 9, 2016 for a king-sized room at a rate of $169/per night.

5460 Gateway Village Circle
Orlando, FL 32812
407-857-2830

Check back on the EMLRC page for a reservation link to book a room. Please email Marylin Hernandez at m hernandez@emlrc.org if you have any questions regarding hotel reservations.

Accreditation Statements
ACCME
This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint providership of the Emergency Medicine Learning and Resource Center and the Florida College of Emergency Physicians. The Emergency Medicine Learning and Resource Center is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

AMA
Emergency Medicine Learning and Resource Center designates this live activity for a maximum of 14.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.
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